REGISTRATION and BILLING for Individual Music Lessons - MUSIC 281
(Do not use this form for lessons related to thesis study)

The deadline to submit registrations, is Wednesday, September 12

~ Student ~
Please fill out all fields below and return to your teacher as soon as possible. We will register you officially with the Registrar’s Office.

~ Teacher ~
Please check for accuracy, making sure the student and you have checked and completed ALL fields, and give to the Assistant to the Chair.

SEMESTER/YEAR: FALL 2018

NAME OF TEACHER: ___________________________

COURSE: MUS 281 – Check Instrument/Voice below:

☐ AFRICAN DRUMMING 28
☐ BASS 04
☐ BASS/JAZZ 19
☐ BASSOON 01
☐ CELLO 02
☐ CLARINET 03
☐ DRUMS/JAZZ 23
☐ EHRU 35
☐ FLUTE 05
☐ GUITAR 06
☐ GUITAR/JAZZ 29
☐ HARP 22
☐ HARP/SICHRORD 07
☐ HORN 08
☐ LIUQIN/PIPA 38
☐ MBIRA 30
☐ OBOE 10
☐ ORGAN 11
☐ PERCUSSION 12
☐ PIANO 13
☐ PIANO/JAZZ 09
☐ SAXOPHONE/CLASSICAL 14
☐ SAXOPHONE/JAZZ 24
☐ SITAR 33
☐ TABLA 34
☐ TROMBONE 21
☐ TROMBONE/JAZZ 32
☐ TRUMPET 15
☐ TRUMPET/JAZZ 25
☐ VIOLA 16
☐ VIOLIN 17
☐ VOCAL/JAZZ 20
☐ VOCAL/SONGWR.31
☐ VOICE 18
☐ YANGQIN 36
☐ ZHENG 37
☐ ZHONGRUAN 39

LEGAL NAME (No Nicknames): ____________________________

CLASS YEAR: ______

ID NUMBER (7 DIGITS): W/____/____/____/____/____/____

SU BOX: ________ PHONE:__________

IT IS MY INTENTION TO SIGN UP FOR MUSIC 281 (10 FIFTY MINUTE LESSONS) AND IN DOING SO:

I understand that if I meet the 10 lesson commitment, the $600 instructor’s fee will be fully subsidized.

IN SUBMITTING THIS FORM I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT I WILL BE BILLED THE FULL LESSON FEE OF $600 IF THIS COURSE IS DROPPED AND I HAVE TAKEN ANY LESSONS AND/OR THE ADD/DROP DEADLINE HAS PASSED.

Music 281 is a partial credit, 5th course, and as such is governed under the rules for fifth courses. This means that it can be taken as pass/fail or as a graded course and can be dropped without grade penalty, but not without financial responsibility. See the catalog for a full explanation of 5th course rules. Lessons cancelled by the student are made up at the discretion of the individual instructor and the instructor is encouraged to report to the department chair when students miss more than one lesson. Each student will be provided guidelines by his/her instructor. Enrollment in more than one studio must be approved by the chair beforehand.

☐ I UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS OUTLINED ABOVE.

☐ I have received 2018/19 instructor guidelines

☐ I have provided 2018/19 instructor guidelines

_____________________/__________
signature of student              date

_____________________/__________
signature of teacher              date
REGISTRATION and BILLING for Individual Music Lessons - MUSIC 021
(Do not use this form for lessons related to thesis study)

The deadline to submit registrations, is Thursday, January 3

~ Student ~
Please fill out all fields below and return to your teacher as soon as possible. We will register you officially with the Registrar’s Office.

~ Teacher ~
Please check for accuracy, making sure the student and you have checked and completed ALL fields, and give to the Assistant to the Chair.

WINTER STUDY PERIOD: JANUARY 2019

NAME OF TEACHER: ________________________________

COURSE: MUS 281 – Check Instrument/Voice below:

AFRICAN DRUMMING 28  FLUTE 05  OBOE 10
BASS 04  GUITAR 06  ORGAN 11
BASS/JAZZ 19  GUITAR/JAZZ 29  PIANO 13
BASSOON 01  HARPSICHORD 07  PIANO/JAZZ 09
CELLO 02  HORN 08  SAXOPHONE/CLASSICAL 14
CLARINET 03  LIIQIN/PIPA 38  SAXOPHONE/JAZZ 24
DRUMS/JAZZ 23  MIKRA 30  SITAR 33
EHRU 35  SITAR 33  VIOLIN 17

LEGAL NAME (No Nicknames): ____________/__________/_______

CLASS YEAR: _____  □ MUSIC MAJOR

ID NUMBER (7 DIGITS): W/__/__/__/__/__/__/  SU BOX: ________ PHONE:____________

IT IS MY INTENTION TO SIGN UP FOR MUSIC 21 (4 FIFTY MINUTE LESSONS) AND IN DOING SO:

I understand that if I meet the 4 lesson commitment, the $240 instructor’s fee will be fully subsidized.

IN SUBMITTING THIS FORM I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT I WILL BE BILLED THE FULL LESSON FEE OF $240 IF THIS COURSE IS DROPPED AND I HAVE TAKEN ANY LESSONS AND/OR THE ADD/DROP DEADLINE HAS PASSED

Music 021 is to be taken as a second WSP course, and as such is governed under the rules for second courses. This means that it can be dropped without grade penalty, but not without financial responsibility. Lessons cancelled by the student are made up at the discretion of the individual instructor and the instructor is encouraged to report to the department chair when students miss more than one lesson. Each student will be provided guidelines by his/her instructor. Enrollment in more than one studio must be approved by the chair beforehand.

☐ I UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS OUTLINED ABOVE.

☐ I have received 2018/19 instructor guidelines  ☐ I have provided 2018/19 instructor guidelines

_____________________/___________  ____________________/___________
signature of student  date  signature of teacher  date
Spring Semester 2019
REGISTRATION and BILLING for Individual Music Lessons - MUSIC 281
(Do not use this form for lessons related to thesis study)

The deadline to submit registrations, is Wednesday, February 6

~ Student ~
Please fill out all fields below and return to your teacher as soon as possible. We will register you officially with the Registrar’s Office.

~ Teacher ~
Please check for accuracy, making sure the student and you have checked and completed ALL fields, and give to the Assistant to the Chair.

SEMESTER/YEAR: SPRING 2019

NAME OF TEACHER: __________________________

COURSE: MUS 281 – Check Instrument/Voice below:

☐ AFRICAN DRUMMING 28 ☐ FLUTE 05 ☐ OBOE 10 ☐ SITAR 33 ☐ VIOLIN 17
☐ BASS 04 ☐ GUITAR 06 ☐ ORGAN 11 ☐ TABLA 34 ☐ VOCAL JAZZ 20
☐ BASS/JAZZ 19 ☐ GUITAR/JAZZ 29 ☐ PERCUSSION 12 ☐ TROMBONE 21 ☐ VOCAL/SONGWR. 31
☐ BASSOON 01 ☐ HARP 22 ☐ PIANO 13 ☐ TROMBONE/JAZZ 32 ☐ VOICE 18
☐ CELLO 02 ☐ HARPISCHORD 07 ☐ PIANO/JAZZ 09 ☐ TRUMPET 15 ☐ YANGQIN 36
☐ CLARINET 03 ☐ HORN 08 ☐ SAXOPHONE/CLASSICAL 14 ☐ TRUMPET/JAZZ 25 ☐ ZHENG 37
☐ DRUMS/JAZZ 23 ☐ LUIQIN/PIPA 38 ☐ SAXOPHONE/JAZZ 24 ☐ VIOLA 16 ☐ ZHONGRUAN 39
☐ EGUI 35

LEGAL NAME (No Nicknames): __________________________/____________________/______
LAST FIRST MI

CLASS YEAR: ____ ☐ MUSIC MAJOR

ID NUMBER (7 DIGITS): W/__/__/__/__/__/__/ SU BOX: ______ PHONE:__________

IT IS MY INTENTION TO SIGN UP FOR MUSIC 281 (10 FIFTY MINUTE LESSONS) AND IN DOING SO:

I understand that if I meet the 10 lesson commitment, the $600 instructor’s fee will be fully subsidized.

IN SUBMITTING THIS FORM I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT I WILL BE BILLED THE FULL LESSON FEE OF $600
IF THIS COURSE IS DROPPED AND I HAVE TAKEN ANY LESSONS AND/OR THE ADD/DROP DEADLINE HAS PASSED.

Music 281 is a partial credit, 5th course, and as such is governed under the rules for fifth courses. This means that it can be taken as pass/fail or as a graded course and can be dropped without grade penalty, but not without financial responsibility. See the catalog for a full explanation of 5th course rules. Lessons cancelled by the student are made up at the discretion of the individual instructor and the instructor is encouraged to report to the department chair when students miss more than one lesson. Each student will be provided guidelines by his/her instructor. Enrollment in more than one studio must be approved by the chair beforehand.

☐ I UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS OUTLINED ABOVE.

☐ I have received 2018/19 instructor guidelines ☐ I have provided 2018/19 instructor guidelines

____________________/__________ ______________________/__________
signature of student date signature of teacher date